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Skills Norway

- Contributes to increased employment and active citizenship
- Promotes and demonstrates the importance of skills policy in our nation’s development
- Our partners: other state agencies, labour and employers organisations, regional and municipal agencies, the voluntary sector, adult learning associations and universities and university colleges
HAGAR, DO YOU EVER QUESTION WHAT WE DO?

YES! I ALWAYS ASK MYSELF...

HOW DID I GET SO LUCKY?
Norwegian Strategy for Skills Policy

- Informed choices for the individual and society
- Better learning opportunities and effective use of skills in the labour market
- Strengthen the skills of adults with poor basic skills and little formal education
The strategy partners
The basis for Norwegian skills policy
Continuing education in the university sector

- Increase since 2006
- Offers vary
- Incentives matter a lot
Learning in the labour market

Digital skills

Foreign qualifications
Opportunities